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About This Game

Now you have a chance to operate your own company....of suicide!

This world is doomed. People don't have enough resource to live. As a genius business holder, you realized that it's a chance to
make money! So you rent a small building and began your business - to attract people to jump off your roof.

They will pay for that for your nice service. You made them so happy before they finished their lives.
But you won't be making money peacefully....Zombies are around the corner!

18 different types of customers;

*Sexy* byebye-girls;

A lot of different facilities with different usages;

A lot of researches to research;

Unlock new content by researching or investment;
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Make more money, more money and more money;

Rank the 1st on every list, like The Most Popular Company or The Richest
Company;

20 different waves of zombies;

Some annoying opponents;

Oh and, if everything went well, there may be some mysterious visitors...................
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Title: Jump To Die!!
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
WnMStudio
Publisher:
WnMStudio
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9600 GS, Radeon HD4000, Shader Model 3.0, 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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BADBLOOD is super tense and super fun and super satisfying. I didn't think there was a good way to handle stealth in local
multiplayer, but this hits a perfect dynamic of trying to plot out how you're going to kill your friends and scrambling desperately
to be the first one to read the situation once the two of you find each other.. Not bad for free. Complete for 10 minutes.. Back in
the days when I spent hundreds of hours in D2, what that kept me coming back was how fun and satisfying it was to invest in
and develop a character, hunting monsters for loot, grinding away for better and unique equipment. Make no mistake, It Lurks
Below has that exact feeling, and damn, it is satisfying. Similar to Diablo, the initial run of the game in normal difficulty can be
pretty short, but that's just the beginning of many more hours of fun! The pixel artwork is simple, and very easy on the eyes for
a retro fan like me. Mechanics like hunger and fatigue are totally optional thanks to a multitude of game modes. Every class is
unique, and plays accordingly, and class equipment is aptly designed.

I'm not a fan of block building games normally, but the building aspect of ILB so easily moves out of the way if you're not
feeling like it. You don't have to build elaborate structures, but sure enough if you want to, you definitely can.

The best part about the game is the community, and how David takes feedback from us. The ILB Discord is incredibly helpful
and enthusiastic, and David really listens, and is very clear in communicating his plans to the community while moving forward.

If you liked Diablo 2, you should definitely get this game. If you like ARPGs in general, you should get this game, for a fresh
and unique take on the genre, considering it's from the person responsible for creating it in the first place.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.. While this is definitely not as mind-blowing as Pony Island, this is definitely one of the most
innovative puzzle-platformers I have ever played. There were many instances where I was completely stumped as to what I was
supposed to do. It takes a few tips from the books of other platformers and adds a few incredibly unique spins on them.
Whereas INK left me wanting more, I felt like an incredible sense of fulfillment after completing the game. This is a game that
simultaneously demands that you take your time and train your reflexes. Also, there's a level builder; that alone is worth the
price of admission.

10\/10. This is a new version of the game and it's actually worse than the one I used to play as a child. Puzzles have been
removed, pathfinding is buggier than I remember it to be and you can't aqcuire a specific item at the beginning of the game. It's
definitely not worth buying, even for nostalgia's sake.. Mildly amusing. Very lightweight and combat could be frustrating but I
picked it up for under $2 and was well worth it for that price.. A game of my dream. Extremely disillusioned with this game. I
bought WOS 3 a few months back and fell in love! Amazing simulator, super realistic. When I found out WOS 4 was coming
out I HAD to get it. Now that I bought it I extremely regret this purchase. First off, I have a pretty good computer that runs well
with almost all of my games (including WOS 3 which worked flawlessly). As soon as I installed WOS 4 it told me that my
graphics card was insufficient. When I began playing the game it started lagging like crazy. The people in the game look
terrible. TML spent more time trying to design the depot and the cafeteria that they forgot about the actual train driving. There
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is NO CAB SWAY, the train is stuck to the floor! The train accelerates unrealistically fast and the braking is also very
unrealistic. WOS 3 is an amazing sim but WOS 4, complete disaster in my opinion. If I could get a refund, I would.. This is
NOT a game. It's a workout program, and you are gonna love it.
I will recomend this to anyone who are always making exhuses for not working out.
This is making workout fun. And i don't mean "I tolerant it" fun. But ACTUAL fun.

10 pain \\ 10 gain
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very god game looking foward to number 2. Earlier: "Hmmm, I don't remember buying this game. Here, I'll boot it up and see
what it's like."

Two hours later: "I CAN'T STOP PLAYING OH MY GOD HELP ME". trial & error with a neat presentation. Not only do half
of the items you're searching for require you to click just so (not even in hidden object segments, but puzzles and even picking
things up) but some of the puzzles involve things like being able to distinguish between four slightly different shades of green
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the editor is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to use but it's worth it.. this is a game i guess i don't know there
is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and they beat other♥♥♥♥♥♥♥i got this game somehow i don't know. I love this game. I keep coming back to
it. I only have about 80 hours on record because I had the CD for a long time. It eventually got too scratched to play. Finding
this game on steam made me so happy.

This game is mod-able and there is still a community of people making maps for it. Check out "Age of Wonders II Heaven" for
maps and mods.

I highly recomend this game.

And screw you Artica with your Ice Age spell! I worked hard to get the map looking good and you go and cover it with snow.
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